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An instrumental ensemble from India playing thematic music drawing on
jazz, classical music and folk traditions from around the world.
Aman Mahajan

piano, composition

Matt Littlewood

saxophone

Mishko M’ba

bass guitar

Jeoraj George

drum set

Composed and arranged over the last ten years by Aman Mahajan, the music, equal
parts structured and improvised, is a set of themes from a journey with unity at its
focus.
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AMAN!MAHAJAN+|+piano+
+
Fortunate+to+have+worked+with+a+wide+variety+of+
musicians+ of+ diverse+ cultural+ backgrounds,+
Mahajan+is+influenced+by+jazz,+folk,+classical+and+
electronic+ music+ from+ around+ the+ world,+ and+
deeply+inspired+by+a+sense+of+universal+unity+and+
connection.+ Graduating+from+the+Berklee'College'
of' Music+ in+ 2007,+ Mahajan+ is+ now+ based+ out+ of+
Bangalore,+ India,+ where+ he+ leads+ jazz/world+
ensemble+REFUGE.!
+
He+regularly+writes,+produces+and+performs+with+
Mystik' Vibes+ (a+ crossKcultural+ band),+ and+ KAYA'
(poetry/song+ with+ live+ electronics+ and+
improvisation).+
''
Mahajan's+ collaborations+ include+ artists,+
projects+ and+ groups+ like+ Krishna's'Temple'Rock,+
Suraj' Mani' &+ The' Tattva' Trippers,' RED' Mawkin,'
UNK:'The'Radha'Thomas'Ensemble,+Schizophonic,++
Instinct,+ Lucky+ Ali,+ MTV'Coke'Studio'wih+ Clinton+
Cerejo,+ Arooj+ Aftab,+ Gamelan'Galak'Tika,+ Project'
O.N.S+and+The'Joya'Band.+
+

+

MATT!LITTLEWOOD+|+saxophone+
+
Matt+ Littlewood+ is+ a+ saxophonist,+ pianist+ and+ music+
teacher,+ originally+ from+ the+ UK.+ He+ has+ made+
Auroville,+India,+his+home+for+the+past+fifteen+years.+
+
Having+ studied+ Western+ classical+ music+ at+ the+
University+ of+ Exeter+ in+ England,+ he+ has+ since+ then+
been+active+on+the+Indian+jazz+scene,+and+played+with+
numerous+ groups+ and+ ensembles,+ performing+ at+ all+
the+major+festivals+and+venues+in+the+country.+
+
Some+ of+ the+ artists+ he+ performs+ with+ regularly+
include+ UNK:' The' Radha' Thomas' Ensemble,+ The'
Agenda+ with+ Sunitha+ Sarathy,+ Amit+ Heri,+ Mili+ Nair,+
Sangoma+Everett,+Krishna's+TempleRock,+and+Mishko+
M'ba's+Jaco'Pastorius'Tribute.+
+
Littlewood+is+also+a+composer,+leading+his+own+group+
performing+original+works.+
+
+
+

MISHKO!M’BA+|+bass+
+
Mishko+M’ba+is+among+the+cream+of+French+bassists,+
having+ worked+ with+ with+ renowned+ artists+ such+ as+
Ray+ Charles,+ Raul+ de+ Souza,+ Lucky+ Ali,+ Khaled,+
Barbara+Hendrix+and+Didier+Lockwood.+
+
He+ has+ an+ exciting,+ intensely+ dynamic+ style,+
contributing+melodic+and+rhythmic+structures+which+
are+ the+ very+ heartbeat+ of+ the+ PondicherryKbased+
band+Emergence.+He+studied+western+classical+music+
at+ Toulouse+ and+ focused+ later+ on+ jazz+ and+ rock.+ As+
an+ inKdemand+ bass+ player+ who+ really+ makes+ his+
instrument+ sing,+ he+ has+ toured+ in+ USA,+ Europe+ and+
Asia+ with+ various+ bands+ of+ different+ musical+ styles+
for+ many+ years.+ Mishko+ is+ a+ permanent+ member+ of+
the+French+band+from+Réunion+island:+Ziskakan,+and+
the+Paris+ensemble+Elexir+with+Raoul+de+Souza.+He+is+
an+active+musician+on+the+Indian+circuit,+living+partly+
in+Réunion,+France+and+partly+in+Pondicherry.+
!
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JEORAJ!GEORGE+|+drumset!
!
Having! trained+ at+ DrumTech,+ London,+
Jeoraj+George! returned+to+India+in+2005+
to+teach+and+perform.+He+has+conducted+
critically+ acclaimed+ workshops+ and+
master+ classes+ for+ various+ cultural+
festivals,+ music+ schools+ and+ companies.+
He+ plays+ as+ a+ sessions+ musician+ for+
various+ jazz,+ pop+ and+ rock+ bands,+ and+
has+ performed+ with+ prominent+ artists+
like+ Amit+ Heri,+ Madhav+ Chari,+ Dondieu+
Divin,+ Leslie+ Lewis,+ George+ Brooks,+
Maarten+ Visser,+ Mathew+ Littlewood,+
Frank+ Dubier,+ Keith+ Peters,+ + Karl+ Peters+
and+Holger+Jetter.+
+
Jeoraj+ also+ performs+ in+ various+ fusion+
projects+with+Indian+Classical+musicians+
like+ Sudha+ Raghunathan,+ Hariharan,+
Shashank,+ Embar+ Kannan,+ Ravichandra+
Kulur,+ Thiruvaroor+ Vaidyanathan,+ Trichur+ Mohan+ and+ Giridhar+ Udupa.+ He+ has+ performed+ at+
the+ major+ music+ festivals+ of+ India+ like+ Jazz' Utsav' (Bangalore),+ Congo' Square' Jazz' Festival+
(Calcutta),+ Heritage'Jazz' (Goa),+ Bengaluru'Habba+ (Bangalore),+ Ishaniya'Festival+ (Pune),+ India'
Music' Fest+ (Delhi),+ Delhi' International' Jazz' Festival+ and+ The' Hindu' Music' Festival.+ He+ has+
recorded+for+Oscar+and+Grammy+winning+artist+A.+R.+Rahman+and+has+performed+live+with+him+
in+India+and+abroad.!+

